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Extinctions

Are we now entering a mass extinction event? What can mass extinc-

tions in Earth’s history tell us about the Anthropocene? What do mass

extinction events look like, and how does life on Earth recover from

them? The fossil record reveals periods when biodiversity exploded,

and short intervals when much of life was wiped out. In comparison

with these ancient events, today’s biotic crisis has not yet reached the

level of extinction to be called a mass extinction. But we are certainly

in crisis, and current parallels with ancient mass extinction events are

profound and deeply worrying. Humanity’s actions are applying the

same sorts of pressures – on similar scales – that in the past pushed the

Earth System out of equilibrium and triggered mass extinction events.

Analysis of the fossil record suggests that we still have some time to

avert this disaster: but we must act now.

  is Associate Professor in the School of Geography,

Environment and Earth Sciences at Victoria University of Wellington

in Aotearoa/New Zealand. He completed his PhD at Adelaide

University, specialising in palaeontology and biostratigraphy (the art

of dating rocks using fossils). After a brief stint in industry, he took up

a position at Victoria University, where he became involved in two

major Antarctic drilling projects, helping to decipher ancient changes

in climate and the history of the Antarctic ice sheets. Throughout his

career he has been fascinated by the story of the evolution of early life

and the terrifying consequences of the mass extinctions that are

evident in the fossil record.
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‘… a useful and succinct summary of the research into the reality

and timing of mass extinctions from the early concepts to recent

research – it brought me up-to-date with current thinking on mass

extinctions. I admire his ’sceptical’ stance: attempting to

discriminate what a mass extinction actually is – outside the

biggest three – is not as easy as has been assumed. The mass

extinctions of the past clearly have relevance to the current

approaching catastrophe in the Anthropocene, and the careful

appraisal of exactly where we are in comparison with previous

extinctions will be of great concern to those interested in the ’long

view’. I particularly appreciated the focus on the notion of the

interconnectedness of Earth systems.’

– Richard Fortey, author of Life: An Unauthorised Biography

History and Trilobite: Eyewitness to Evolution

‘Despite its sombre title and topic, Extinctions is an exuberant road

trip through the history of life on Earth, led by a friendly and

knowledgeable guide who knows all the locals along the way.

Visiting so many ancestral Earthlings and vanished ecosystems is

heady – and deeply humbling.’

– Marcia Bjornerud, Lawrence University, author of

Timefulness and Reading the Rocks

‘Most of life may well be extinct, because of the huge age of the

Earth, but Michael Hannah shows vividly in this book that the 8.7

million species on Earth today are profoundly at risk; the lessons of

the fossil record tell us what will surely happen if we continue

pushing species after species to the brink.’

– Michael Benton, University of Bristol, author of

Dinosaurs Rediscovered

‘Without death, there can be no change. And, as Michael Hannah

makes clear in his engaging new book, mass extinctions on various

scales have been key shapers of the world as we know it. Had the

dinosaurs not abruptly disappeared, we humans would not be here

today. But as Hannah also shows, there is something dreadfully
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menacing about the massive species loss and climate change the

world is currently experiencing, making his book a balanced yet

deeply unsettling account of what humans are unwittingly doing to

the world.’

– Ian Tattersall, American Museum of Natural History, co-author of

The Accidental Homo Sapiens

‘An accessible and authoritative guide to the past, present, and

future of extinctions. Michael Hannah dives into the fossil record

and surveys the great mass extinctions of Earth history, from the

death of the dinosaurs to the demise of the woolly mammoth, and

explains how they are relevant to understanding the predicament

we are in today, and to plotting a better future.

– Steve Brusatte, University of Edinburgh and New York Times/Sunday

Times best-selling author of The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs

‘Michael Hannah’s book expertly examines the geological record of

mass extinction events. It asks us to consider whether we wish to

join asteroid strikes and massive volcanic eruptions as causes of

mass extinction. Or whether we can change our relationships with

the wonderful diversity of life around us to avoid such an

ignominious outcome.’

– Mark Williams, University of Leicester
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Kia whakatōmuri te haere whakamua

I walk backwards into the future with my eyes fixed on my

past

ā 

The longer you can look back, the farther you can look

forward
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Preface

To a first approximation all life on Earth is extinct

David Raup

One estimate suggests that there are 8.7 million species alive on the

Earth today.1 In all honesty, this is our current educated best guess at

the total biodiversity of the planet. However, if there are 8.7 million

species alive on Earth today, approximately 3.7 billion years ago there

was one. That single species evolved and flourished and is the

ultimate ancestor to all living things today.

The quote above attributed to David Raup reflects a very

palaeontological perspective on life. Raup’s somewhat depressing

conclusion about the amount of life currently on Earth is based on his

estimation that of all the species that have ever existed on the planet,

over 99% are extinct. In other words, the 8.7 million descendants of

that single first species represent less than 1% of the number of

species that have evolved and gone extinct since life first appeared on

Earth. If we assume (generously) that all species alive today represent

exactly 1% of all the species that have ever lived, simple arithmetic

suggests that about 870 million species have lived on the Earth at

some point in time. The margin of error on the estimate of 8.7 million

species currently alive is �1.3 million, or about 15%. Applying this

level of error to my simplistic estimate for all species that have ever

existed suggests a margin of error of about �130 million species, well

above the most outlandish estimates of the planet’s current level of

biodiversity. From the perspective of deep time, we, and every other

organism on the planet, are living and dying in that margin of error.

1 This estimate by Camilo Mora and his co-workers (which is not without its critics) is

said to be accurate to within �1.3 million. I chose this estimate because it was (1)

fairly recent and (2) well documented.
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It’s highly likely that most of the millions of species that have

gone extinct over the eons of geological time have left no trace of their

existence. But some of them – certainly the minority of them – have

been preserved in rocks and become part of the fossil record. That

record has its limitations, but it has allowed palaeontologists to piece

together, often in fine detail, the history of life on Earth. We have

recovered fossils of organisms from rocks 3.7 billion years old, some of

the earliest living things on the planet. We have fossils that trace the

evolution of this early life, and we can watch as it became more

complex and diverse, eventually filling the oceans. Through the fossil

record we can witness life creeping out of the oceans and onto the

land. The record contains fossils of the first flowering plants and a

full record of the evolution of whales. In recent years, palaeo-

anthropologists have identified an extraordinary array of hominin

fossils that, together with genetic data, have triggered a revolution in

the understanding of our own evolution. Many of the stunning fossils

that have been recovered have captured the public’s imagination. It

seems as if every child I meet over the age of five knows more about

dinosaurs and their extinction than I do.

But aside from the spectacular fossils it contains, the fossil

record reveals something more fundamental about the history of life

itself. It clearly shows that the journey from the one species living 3.7

billion years ago to the 8.7 million species existing on Earth today has

been far from straightforward. In fact, the history of the diversity of

life on Earth, as revealed in the fossil record, is a turbulent one. There

have been periods when the diversity of life simply exploded, with

many new species appearing relatively quickly. But there have also

been times when the Earth’s biota went through periods of great

dying: geological instants when huge numbers of species went extinct

simultaneously, causing the planet’s biodiversity to tumble.

This book aims to show that this tempestuous history of

biodiversity is important. Today, humans are warming the planet: the

ice sheets are melting, and sea levels are rising. The chemistry of the

oceans is changing – they are becoming more acidic, and areas of low
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oxygen concentration are spreading. And it’s not just that we are

changing the climate. To feed and house our ever-expanding

population, we are radically changing the way the land is used. Forests

are being cut down to make way for agriculture; cities are expanding,

reducing the natural habitats that support much of the Earth’s biota.

As a result, many species have already gone extinct, and many more

are under threat. The history revealed in the fossil record offers us a

chance to set the current state of the planet into its full historical

context. This, in turn, can provide us with lessons that can both help

us to understand how we got into our current situation, and offer

some guidance about what we might expect in the future, and how we

can change it.
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Further Reading

Throughout this book, I have resisted the use of formal scientific

referencing because I believe that a reader who is not used to the style

would find it distracting. Instead, I have listed at the end the scientific

sources I found useful in shaping my thinking on the various topics

covered in this book. Most are formal scientific publications, but

there are also many books – most of which were written for non-

scientific readers.
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